
Do a Quick Home scan

Plans to move to another home?

Moving into a new house is the perfect 

time to make some energy improvements.

Home

9 41

Your recommendations

Check your gas boiler now 

and make sure it runs 

efficiently in time!

Heating season is coming

New

Challenge

Challenge yourself! You can save a great 

amount of energy (€ 12 each year) by 

defrosting/cleaning your freezer. 

Start this challenge

Defrost your fridge

Home

Products and services Show all

Solar panels Heatpump Charging

Do a Quick Home scan

Plans to move to another home?

Moving into a new house is the perfect 

time to make some energy improvements.

9 41

More info

Smart charging service

Make optimal use of your solar production 

and save while charging your electric vehicle.

New

Enrich your customers’ profiles
Identify Next Best Actions

Tap into richer customer profiles 
and customer segmentation 
to offer personalized energy 
services and generate new 
revenue streams.

Business benefits

Improve customer 
intelligence

Identify Next
Best Actions

Build new
revenue streams

Gather richer customer 
profiles and cluster user 
groups to offer personalized 
digital marketing

Make your support center 
call agents smarter, educate 
your customers, and upsell 
new value-added services

Broaden your product 
portfolio and become an 
energy services provider

Detailed household profiles &
energy insight reports
DER (Distributed Energy Resources)
product detection
Estimations on the optimal capacity 
of DER products per household

Enrich your marketing operations 
with customer 360-degree 
insights including:

Energy usage

September 2021

Bill Analyzer Next Best Actions for John Smith

Our advice
You could benefit from our special EV tariff. We estimate
you could save 132 €/year by switching to EV rate plan.

We see that
You are charging your EV at home at specific hours
of the day!

We see that
Your neighbours are increasingly generating their own
power through solar panels (12% increase last year).
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Switch to our special EV tariff

Install solar panels

132 €/year

598 €/year

Savings

Electric
vehicle

kWh  268,3 
€ 53,66

505,1kWh

€101,02
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 Electricity usage comparison

Consumption has increased
due to EV charging

Electricity consumption
in the last 5 months+42%

With similar households that have

Our advice
You could even benefit more if in combination with
our EV tariff you would start generating solar power.
We expect you to save an additional 598 €/year.Mar 2020
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Energy usage
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Bill Analyzer Next Best Actions for Marian Jacobs

Our advice
You could benefit from our special EV tariff. We estimate
you could save 132 $/year by switching to EV rate plan.

We see that
You are charging your EV at home at specific hours
of the day!

We see that
Your neighbours are increasingly generating their own
power through solar panels (12% increase last year).
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Switch to our special EV tariff

Install solar panels

132 $/year

598 $/year

Savings

Electric
vehicle

kWh  268,3 
$ 53,66
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 Electricity usage comparison

Consumption has increased
due to EV charging

Electricity consumption
in the last 5 months+42%

With similar households that have

Our advice
You could even benefit more if in combination with
our EV tariff you would start generating solar power.
We expect you to save an additional 598 $/year.Mar 2020
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Customer Intelligence

NET2GRID USA
395 SW Bluff Dr
Suite 10, Bend 
OR 97702, US

Contact
www.net2grid.com
sales@net2grid.us

$



Use cases

Enrich your CRM data for 
more efficient marketing 
campaigns. Empower your 
support call center agents 
to help your customers 
with personalized advice 
to lower their energy bills.

Generate household 
energy consumption 
and PV production 
‘Digital Twins’ for better 
marketing program 
simulation, modeling, 
and execution.

Identify solar, EV charging, 
and battery storage in 
your customer base and 
offer estimations on 
their optimal capacity. 
Build tailored services, 
contracts, and advice.

Why choose NET2GRID’s Customer Intelligence

Rich customer profiles 
based on the most
accurate disaggregation 
in the market

Proven technology
resulting from
10 years of solid
experience in the field

Global reach;
algorithms resilient 
across continents
and customer profiles

Don’t just take our word for it,
experience it for yourself

‘’If you know how much the 
customer is consuming and what 
is their energy profile, you can help 
by offering the best photovoltaic 
solution for their homes.’’


